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Practical, engaging, interactive and insightful

Able to recommend other experts for
your events or personal needs
Program advice, confidence, image and
topic coaching  

People buy from peoplePeople buy from people
they know, like and trustthey know, like and trust

Passionate with building trust, Pamela
helps people have greater influence,
impact and confidence in their business
and careers. She has been a sought after
speaker and mentor for over 25 years and
a long-standing weekly columnist in The
Belleville Intel, CHEK News Channel ,
NAHS Magazine, and Girl Warrior
Productions. 

Pamela is a PR Professional and the author
of 'How to Start Life Again at 50' and an avid
contributor to her weekly show 'The. Good
Joy Podcast'.
Her superpower is her innate ability to see
the gifts in others and goes to work to help
them frame their message and identify 
 gaps so they can shine and attract their
ideal audience.

Pamela has a magic-like (mojo) ability to bring out
the depth, clarity and profoundness of your
professional self. After working with her my
frustration and on-going inability to clearly state
my business mission and how I helped others
ended. With her guidance I was able to pivot,
refocus and reinvent myself. I love that I'm now
booking a steady stream of clients and landed my
own TV show. ~ Ophelia Rigault | TV Host 

Pamela Sylvan is a special kind of mentor. After
years of spinning my wheels trying to figure out
my why and what working with her has been a
major breakthrough in my life. In 12 short weeks
she helped me organize my dreams and goals by
curating a method specific to my needs. She's the
Brene Brown of my life. I and the world are very
lucky to have such an amazing woman to lead us
to our best selves. 
~ Sophia Betegh | Professional Project Manager 

the Mojomakerthe Mojomaker



Joy is her touchstone and it's the essence she brings to all she
pursues.  As well, Pamela is a professional branding strategist and
confidence, courage and charisma mindset expert. With over 25
years teaching, managing and mentoring she has  impacted
thousands of entrepreneurial women. She truly understands the
clarity and courage required to successfully build and implement a
business and message others will love. She's a mom, author, dog
lover, foodie and loves travelling to beautiful destinations. She sees
the beauty in everything and is dedicated to imparting the power
of living to the fullest with a well defined vision and story and
purpose unique to each of  her clients. 
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Book Pamela for your nextBook Pamela for your next
conference or team eventconference or team event

778 230 8651

pamela@pamelasylvan.com

www.pamelasylvan.com

Women of Impact, Influence & Power: The
majority of new businesses started by women
are now over the 60% mark. Yet women are still
challenged by pay inequity, gaps in senior
management roles and fighting imposter
syndrome. In this practical and insightful
session, participants will learn 5 Personal Brand
strategies to increase their presence, influence,
confidence and power in their business or
career. 

Leading with Influence: We are more visible
and accessible than ever before. Your Personal
Brand story, essence and positioning are the
new assets for business growth and
sustainability. In this interactive and eye-
opening session, participants will learn 4 key
activities to grow their influence, impact and
income.  

Build Influence and Trust the Mojo Way:
More than ever people want to work with
high trust individuals and businesses that
treat them like gold, and with empathy. In
this presentation, participants will identify
the 4 key skills to amplify their Personal
Brand, influence, trust and customer
retention abilities that puts them ahead of
the rest and attract and engage their ideal
clients.  

Spiral Up Unstoppable Confidence, Courage
and Self-Love: This foundation presentation is
the secret to the success many hope to attain.
When leading business leaders were asked
what they wished they had more of, they
selected 'confidence'. It challenges everyone,
at every level of life. In this presentation,
participants will learn 4 key aspects to
unstoppable, life-changing confidence.  


